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 Objective

Participants will learn the basic concepts behind as well as the steps necessary for 

conducting a meta-analysis. After the workshop, the participants will be able to plan 

and conduct a meta-analysis to answer a research question in their field of inquiry.

 Description

The workshop will cover the following elementary topics:

• Systematic search of literature

• Development of coding schemes and data extraction

• Calculation of effect sizes

• Fixed-effects meta-analysis

• Random-effects meta-analysis

• Multilevel meta-analysis

• Inclusion of discrete and continuous covariates (subgroup analysis, meta-

regression)

• Correction for artifacts

• Publication bias

If enough time is available, more advanced topics of meta-analysis will be introduced:

•  Multivariate meta-analysis

• Robust meta-analysis

• Cumulative meta-analysis

 Methodology

The workshop will consist of lectures, in which the main concepts will be explained, 

and of exercises which will focus on the application of the acquired knowledge.

 Conditions

• Participants should have knowledge of elementary descriptive and 

inferential statistics as taught in basic introductory courses (Statistics I/ II). 

• All participants should be familiar with the basics of R and RStudio. If you 

are not familiar with R or RStudio yet, you will need to familiarize yourself 

with them independently ahead of the workshop. Please contact the trainers 

after your confirmed registration to receive some introductory material. 

This workshop is planned as a face-to-face event. However, we reserve the 

right to switch the format at short notice according to the then relevant pan-

demic regulations. Participants will be informed accordingly.

https://grade.srv.studiumdigitale.uni-frankfurt.de/drupal-7/node/69222/register

